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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting paper that uses a dataset in a neglected population (children in urban slums) to examine the importance of sanitation and drainage in the transmission of diarrhoeal disease.

In the background section, the summary of the literature on child exposure to faecal sludge is extensive but focussed on the microbiological evidence.

The paper would benefit from a better discussion of the epidemiological evidence. Is it really correct that there have been no previous studies that have linked exposure or proximity to open drains to enteric infections in children? It would be useful to discuss what is known about sanitation-related determinants of enteric infection. Presumably lack of toilet has been shown to have a significant effect? but what about type of toilet and related infrastructure? There has also been several studies of diarrhoeal disease episodes and rainfall and temperature factors- these should also be reviewed in the background section.

It would also be useful to have a clearer discussion on pathogen loads in flood water vs open drain water by season. The discussion indicates that flood water has a relatively lower pathogen load and therefore its not clear why this exposure would lead to higher infection rates?

This paper would benefit from some clearly stated hypotheses.
A description of the climate/rainfall patterns for this population/location is missing (e.g. figure showing monthly rainfall for the data collection period, with indications of the data collection dates). The description of the rainfall data in the methods is inadequate. Is this modelled data or station data? How representative are the data? Is the exposure variable monthly total rainfall used in the analysis? The description (text and table 1) is very confusing and needs to be re-written. If the stool sample was taken early in the month, then matching by month is not appropriate and lag should be considered. Surely, daily data could have been obtained and the total for the 30 days prior to stool collection would be a better exposure variable?

Temperature is also a determinant of enteric infections, especially bacterial ones, and so should be included as a confounder.

The study design and the rationale for the model is difficult to follow. It would help of the model was explicitly described. The main outcome of the analysis is at least one enteric pathogen in a childs stool at a given sampling event. Table 1 should include all the variables used in the dataset.

Overall, the lack of consideration of other exposure routes and key risk factors makes the results very difficult to interpret. The use and description of the weather (not climate) factors is also not appropriate and impossible to interpret.

There is clearly some confounding between poverty and toilet ownership, exposure to drain water and exposure to flood water- and these associations should be described in the data (page 8).

The household flood exposure data (based on self-reported assessments) is not useful unless linked in time to the illness event. In some cases, the flood may have occurred after the illness? On page 15 the authors state that the data were collected after the stool collection -and so there may be issue in the recall? The validity of this variable needs to be discussed. The timing of the data collection needs be clearly stated in the methods section. Further, how is "contact" defined. Does flooding (drains and house) occur every year with the monsoon? There is an important difference between annual seasonal monsoon flooding and an extreme events (1 in 100 year rainfall). There needs to be some definition of "heavy" or extreme rainfall otherwise the results are not easy to interpret.
The value of the mapping is unclear. The exposure variables generated by mapping and cluster analysis are not described or was the mapping for illustration only, and the exposure data are derived from the household surveys?

Minor comments.

The authors rely heavily on referring to other papers and methods. It would be more useful if this paper included the relevant information in the methods.

The term flooding is used ambiguously. The description of "flooding" variables on page 9 is confusing and needs to be improved. What is aspatial flooding?

Methods. Why control of household sanitation? Surely a key question would be how does having a toilet affect the role of contact with drain water. What is the level of contact with drain water for persons without toilet- surely it is also very high (reportedly >80% across the study population)?

The text is repetitive in places and needs editing to improve clarify- particularly when discussing the exposure variables.
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